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A B S T R A C T   

Introduction: Distended rectums on pre-radiotherapy scans are historically associated with poorer outcomes in 
patients treated with two-dimensional IGRT. Subsequently, strict rectal tolerances and preparation regimes were 
implemented. Contemporary IGRT, daily online registration to the prostate, corrects interfraction motion but 
intrafraction motion remains. We re-examine the need for rectal management strategies when using contem-
porary IGRT by quantifying rectal volume and its effect on intrafraction motion. 
Materials and methods: Pre and during radiotherapy rectal volumes and intrafraction motion were retrospectively 
calculated for 20 patients treated in 5-fractions and 20 treated in 20-fractions. Small (rectal volume at planning- 
CT ≤ median), and large (volume > median) subgroups were formed, and rectal volume between timepoints and 
subgroups compared. Rectal volume and intrafraction motion correlation was examined using Spearman’s rho. 
Intrafraction motion difference between small and large subgroups and between fractions with rectal volume <
or ≥ 90 cm3 were assessed. 
Results: Median rectal volume was 74 cm3, 64 cm3 and 65 cm3 on diagnostic-MRI, planning-CT and treatment 
imaging respectively (ns). No significant correlation was found between patient’s rectal volume at planning-CT 
and median intrafraction motion, nor treatment rectal volume and intrafraction motion for individual fractions. 
No significant difference in intrafraction motion between small and large subgroups presented and for fractions 
where rectal volume breached 90 cm3, motion during that fraction was not significantly greater. 
Conclusion: Larger rectal volumes before radiotherapy and during treatment did not cause greater intrafraction 
motion. Findings support the relaxation of strict rectal diameter tolerances and do not support the need for rectal 
preparation when delivering contemporary IGRT to the prostate.   

Introduction 

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most common male cancer in Europe; 
473,344 new cases were diagnosed in 2020 [1]. More than 30% of PCa 
patients receive radical radiotherapy (RT) [2] with five-year progression 
free survival rates of 80.5–90.6% achieved [3–6]. However biochemical 
failure rates following radical RT to localised PCa have historically been 
reported as higher in patients with larger rectal volumes on pre- 
radiotherapy scans [7–9]. The literature posits that distended rectums, 
stipulated as having a cross-sectional area greater than (>) 11.2 cm2 [7], 

greater than or equal to (≥) 16 cm2 [8] or a volume > 90 cm3 [9], 
promoted excessive prostate motion during RT causing target under-
dosing [7–9]. 

These findings provoked the adoption of rectal preparation regimes 
and strict rectal diameter constraints, as essential tools to improve RT 
accuracy in the era of two-dimensional bone-based image-guided RT 
(IGRT). Advancements in IGRT have since quelled initial fears regarding 
PCa outcomes [10,11], however rectal volume management strategies 
continue to be advocated [12,13]. We ask, are these still necessary when 
employing contemporary IGRT protocols? 
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Contemporary protocols advocate daily online volumetric IGRT, 
aligning to the prostate gland [12,13], correcting for interfraction mo-
tion. Most RT platforms do not correct for intrafraction motion, but the 
impact of rectal volume on this residual motion could not be found in the 
literature. The aim of this study was therefore to investigate rectal vol-
ume changes during extreme and moderately hypofractionated PCa 
radiotherapy and examine for correlation between rectal volume and 
intrafraction motion. 

Materials and methods 

Data inclusion 

The rectal volume and intrafraction motion of 40 patients who 
received radical RT for localised PCa were reviewed. Twenty patients 
were prescribed 36.25 Gy in 5-fractions on the Unity MR-linac (MRL) 
(Elekta, Sweden) and 20 were prescribed 60 Gy in 20-fractions on 
TrueBeam c-arm linac (CAL) (Varian, USA). Patients gave permission to 
use their images for research as part of standard radiotherapy consent. 

Rectal volume 

Patient’s rectums were contoured from the rectosigmoid flexure to 
the anorectal junction. Rectal volume, delineated on radiotherapy 
planning computer tomography (pCT), was drawn by the clinical team 
and approved by a clinical oncologist as per standard clinical practice on 
RayStation (RaySearch, Sweden) for the MRL group and Eclipse (Varian, 
USA) for the CAL group. One therapeutic radiographer (RTT) (SA), with 
independent contouring competency, retrospectively delineated rec-
tums on: 

• Large field of view, axial slice thickness 3 mm, T2-weighted diag-
nostic magnetic resonance images (dMRI) imported from PACS to 
RayStation (RaySearch, Sweden).  

• T2-weighted, axial slice thickness 1 mm, treatment images, acquired 
daily for online adaptive planning in the MRL group, on Monaco 
(Elekta, Sweden).  

• Cone beam CT (CBCT) scans, axial slice thickness 1.5 mm, acquired 
before beam delivery at fractions 1, 5, 11, 15 and 20 in the CAL group 
on Eclipse (Varian, USA). 

Bowel preparation was not given for dMRI. Micro enema rectal 
preparation was used by all patients, for two days prior to and on the day 
of pCT. Preparation was re-introduced two days before first RT treat-
ment, the MRL group continued enema use throughout treatment while 
the CAL group ceased enema use after fraction ten. Enema duration 
during treatment differed due to RT prescription not treatment platform. 
All patients were asked to drink 350 ml of water 30–60 min prior to pCT 
and treatment. 

Data was analysed using R-Studio (RStudio, USA), normality was 
tested using a Shapiro-Wilk test. Median rectal volume and volume 
range at each timepoint was calculated for the whole cohort. MRL and 
CAL groups were then compared separately to minimise RT prescription 
and enema variation bias. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were performed to 
compare subgroup rectal volumes at each timepoint against rectal vol-
ume on pCT. A significance level < 0.01 was set to account for multiple 
comparisons. 

MRL and CAL groups were further subdivided; patients with a rectal 
volume on pCT less than or equal to median volume were categorised as 
small rectum, while those with a rectal volume on pCT greater than the 
median as large rectum. Mann-Whitney U tests were run to compare 
volume between subgroups (significant p < 0.01). 

Intrafraction prostate motion 

The difference in prostate position between the pre- and post- 

treatment T2-weighted MRI was taken as MRL intrafraction motion. 
Motion was measured independently by two experienced observers (SA 
and RW) on Monaco (Elekta, Sweden). Disagreements greater than two 
millimetres triggered re-review for transcription or registration errors. 
The average left–right (LR), superior-inferior (SI) and anterior-posterior 
(AP) displacements from the two observers was recorded. 

MRL intrafraction motion represents total on couch motion not just 
motion during radiation beam on. This method was used as it is most 
akin to the CAL dataset. Any motion corrections made online, using the 
adapt to position (ATP) workflow, were not subtracted from total mo-
tion. Fractions where the patient got off the couch before treatment were 
excluded. 

CAL intrafraction motion was the deviation in prostate position on 
post-treatment CBCT from planned, after pre-treatment motion correc-
tion. Post treatment CBCT acquisition was undertaken as part of insti-
tutional protocol to appraise PTV margins [12]. Image registration was 
undertaken in offline review (Varian, USA) by one of four competent 
RTTs (SA, NK, RH, RL) and checked by a second RTT. 

Median (range) intrafraction motion in the LR, SI and AP direction 
were calculated. Intrafraction deviation in three directions was also 
converted to a single vector (√ΔX2 + ΔY2 + ΔZ2) [14] for magnitude 
comparison. 

Data was analysed using R-Studio (RStudio, USA), normality was 
established using a Shapiro-Wilk test. 

Rectal volume and intrafraction prostate motion 

Correlation between rectal volume at pCT and during treatment, and 
intrafraction prostate motion was examined using Spearman’s rho 
(significant p < 0.01). The difference in intrafraction motion between 
‘small’ and ‘large’ rectum groups was compared using a Mann-Whitney 
U test (significant p < 0.01). Effect on intrafraction motion was also 
examined for patients with pCT rectal volumes in the fourth quartile 
versus those in volume quartiles one to three, and treatment fractions 
where rectal volume was < or ≥ 90 cm3. Mann-Whitney U tests were 
used to examine for significance (significant p < 0.01). 

Results 

Rectal volume and intrafraction prostate motion data was not nor-
mally distributed. Rectal volume data was available for 40 pCT, 39 dMRI 
and 200 fractions. All data from the CAL patient without dMRI data was 
removed from the rectal volume analysis to avoid data skew. This pa-
tient’s data is however included in motion and correlation analysis as 
dMRI volume is not used. Individual’s raw rectal volume and intra-
fraction motion data is available in supplementary material one. 

Rectal volume analysis 

Median (range) rectal volume was 74 (31–246) cm3 on dMRI, 64 
(33–162) cm3 on pCT, and 65 (31–212) cm3 on treatment imaging, in-
clusive of all patients. For both the MRL and CAL group, rectal volume 
on dMRI differed more that on-treatment volumes from pCT, however a 
significant volume difference was not reached at any timepoint 
(Table 1). 

Rectal volume subgroup analysis 

Patients classified into the large rectum subgroup on pCT, main-
tained larger rectal volumes throughout treatment (Fig. 1). However, 
the difference in volume between small and large rectum subgroups was 
only significant at the pCT timepoint (p < 0.01), not at dMRI or treat-
ment timepoints (Table 2). 

In the MRL small rectum subgroup, rectal volume at each timepoint 
was not significantly different to rectal volume on pCT. For the MRL 
large rectum subgroup, rectal volume at #4 was significantly smaller (p 
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< 0.01) than at pCT, the other timepoints were not significantly 
different. 

In the CAL small rectum subgroup, rectal volume at fraction-1 and 
fraction-5 was significantly larger (p < 0.01) than at pCT, the other 
timepoints were not significantly different. For the CAL large rectum 
subgroup, rectal volume at each timepoint was not significantly 

different to rectal volume on pCT. 

Prostate intrafraction motion analysis 

Coupled prostate intrafraction motion and rectal volume data was 
available for 169 treatment fractions: 75 in the MRL and 94 in the CAL 

Table 1 
Median (range) rectal volume and difference in rectal volume at each timepoint compared to pCT volume.  

Assessment 
timepoint 
(MRL/CAL) 

Whole cohort 
Median (range) 
volume in cm3 

MRL group Median (range) 
volume in cm3 

Difference in median volume 
(cm3) from pCT (p) 

CAL group Median (range) 
volume in cm3 

Difference in median volume 
(cm3) from pCT (p) 

dMRI 74 (31–246) 75 (39–246) 11 (0.29) 74 (31–149) 9 (0.33) 
pCT 64 (33–162) 64 (38–162) NA 66 (33–86) NA 
During treatment 

(all) 
65 (31–212) 61 (39–159) − 3 (0.62) 70 (31–212) 4 (0.33) 

#1 / #1  58 (44–159) − 6 (0.62) 65 (36–212) − 1 (0.33) 
#2 / #5  66 (40–139) 2 (0.90) 72 (31–111) 6 (0.08) 
#3 / #11  62 (39–123) − 2 (0.22) 71 (32–162) 5 (0.20) 
#4 / #15  62 (44–102) − 2 (0.37) 69 (35–170) 3 (0.04) 
#5 / #20  61 (42–98) − 3 (0.18) 70 (31–160) 4 (0.35)  

Fig. 1. Rectal volume comparison between small (blue) and large (orange) volume subgroups. Median, interquartile range, range and outliers displayed.  

Table 2 
Rectal volume differences between small and large rectal volume subgroups and difference in subgroup rectal volume at each timepoint compared to subgroup pCT 
volume.  

MRL Group 

Timepoint Small rectum group 
median (range) volume 
cm3 

Large rectum group 
median (range) volume 
cm3 

Difference in median 
volume cm3 between 
groups (p) 

Difference in small median 
volume cm3 from small median 
pCT (p) 

Difference in large median 
volume cm3 from large median 
pCT (p) 

dMRI 62 (41–135) 90 (39–246) 29 (0.19) 2 (0.19) 9 (0.70) 
pCT 60 (38–63) 81 (64–162) 21 (<0.001)** NA NA 
#1 55 (44–105) 77 (54–159) 22 (0.01) − 5 (0.85) − 4 (0.63) 
#2 55 (40–91) 75 (56–139) 20 (0.03) − 5 (0.70) − 6 (1.00) 
#3 58 (39–123) 66 (39–87) 8 (0.53) − 2 (0.70) − 15 (0.05) 
#4 63 (58–102) 61 (44–98) − 2 (0.80) 3 (0.11) − 20 (<0.01)* 
#5 58 (42–66) 66 (43–98) 8 (0.09) − 2 (0.92) − 15 (0.10)  

CAL Group 
dMRI 52 (31–99) 81 (44–149) 28 (0.02) − 2 (0.85) 5 (0.36) 
pCT 54 (33–66) 76 (67–86) 22 (<0.001)** NA NA 
#1 66 (36–165) 63 (50–212) − 2 (1.00) 12 (<0.01)* − 13 (0.25) 
#5 68 (31–111) 76 (56–108) 8 (0.32) 14 (<0.01)* 0 (0.91) 
#11 72 (32–162) 71 (52–109) − 1 (0.90) 18 (0.02) − 5 (0.43) 
#15 66 (35–92) 86 (55–170) 21 (0.13) 12 (0.01) 10 (0.50) 
#20 66 (31–160) 73 (57–138) 7 (0.40) 12 (0.04) − 3 (0.57) 

Note * = p < 0.01, ** = < 0.001. 
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group. Intrafraction motion was greatest in the AP direction, followed by 
SI, then RL (Table 3). Motion range was higher in the MRL group. 
Intrafraction motion (from completion of pre-treatment MRI to 
completion of post-treatment T2-weighted MRI) was measured over a 
median time of 46.13 min (34.23–66.65 min) in the MRL group. 
Compared to 8.33 min (6.40–16.06 min) in the CAL group (from 
completion of pre-treatment corrections to completion of post treatment 
CBCT). 

Rectal volume and prostate intrafraction motion analysis 

There was no significant correlation between patient’s pCT rectal 
volume and median intrafraction motion over their RT course; LR rs (38) 
= − 0.23, p 0.15; SI rs (38) = − 0.14, p 0.40; AP rs (38) = − 0.09, p 0.57; 
3D vector rs (38) = 0.05, p 0.74 (Fig. 2). 

There was no significant correlation between patients on treatment 
rectal volume and intrafraction motion for that fraction:  

• MRL group correlation; LR rs (73) = − 0.03, p 0.80; SI rs (73) = 0.09, 
p 0.46; AP rs (73) = 0.20, p 0.08; 3D vector rs (73) = − 0.01, p 0.94.  

• CAL group correlation; LR rs (92) = − 0.17, p 0.11; SI rs (92) = − 0.10, 
p 0.32; AP rs (92) = 0.02, p 0.82; 3D vector rs (92) = 0.07, p 0.51. 

Rectal volume subgroup and prostate intrafraction motion analysis 

For each volume subgroup, prostate intrafraction motion for all 
available fractions was compared. There was no significant difference in 
intrafraction motion between the small and large rectal volume sub-
groups (Fig. 3A). There was no significant difference in intrafraction 
motion in patients with rectal volume at pCT in the fourth quartile; > 79 
and 75 cm3 for the MRL and CAL groups respectively, versus those in 
volume quartiles one to three (supplementary material 2). For fractions 
where patient’s rectal volume breached 90 cm3 on daily MRI or CBCT 
imaging, intrafraction motion during that fraction was not significantly 
greater (Fig. 3B). 

Discussion 

Rectal volume did not significantly change during extreme or 
moderately hypofractionated PCa RT and no correlation between rectal 
volume and prostate intrafraction motion was found. 

Rectal volume 

Rectal volume for the group was 74 (31–246) cm3 on dMRI, 64 
(33–162) cm3 on pCT, and 65 (31–212) cm3 on during RT imaging. No 
other literature was found to present rectal volume on diagnostic MRI. 
Average rectal volume on pCT for this group sits at the smaller end of 

reported pCT rectal volumes; 56.1 (±19.6) [15], 63.27 (19.64–183.51) 
[16], 73.3 (47.5–104.7) [17], 83.3 (41.5–154.5) [18] and 114.6 
(43.9–259.1) [19] cm3. On treatment volume sits in the middle of pre-
vious reported data; 49.6–54.4 [15], 50.86 (+/− 9.34) [20], 54.65 
(19.2–174.82) [16], 67.4 (36.2–150.1) [17], 86.1 (49.5–147.6) [18] and 
94.3 (41.9–278.8) [19] cm3. Note the large volume range in our group 
(all using enemas) is synonymous with prior literature, volume vari-
ability occurs irrespective of the intensity of bowel preparation advice 
given; diet and enema management [15], simple emptying advice 
[16,17] or no instruction [19,20], indicating that rectal volume vari-
ability is dependent on the individual, governed by anatomical bound-
aries [21] and intrinsic patient and environmental factors [22]. 

Stable median rectal volumes during treatment, compared to pCT, 
are observed. Contradictory to previous studies [15,16,19,23] rectal 
volume did not significantly reduce with increasing fraction number. 
Rectal volume was quantified for every fraction of the MRL group and at 
regular intervals in the CAL group making results more comprehensive 
than some previous studies, reliant on volume assessments at limited 
timepoints [23,16]. The direction of rectal volume change is not unified 
in the literature, it is also reported as increasing during treatment 
[18,24,25] and not significant [26]. Varying analysis timepoints, bowel 
preparation, RT prescriptions and patient populations likely contribute 
to inconsistent findings. 

CAL small rectum subgroup analysis detected significantly larger 
rectal volumes at fraction one and five of treatment compared to pCT, 
with rectal volume remaining larger throughout RT than at pCT. This 
finding in isolation would suggest that smaller rectal volumes at pCT 
have the propensity to change more during radiotherapy as there is 
room for organ expansion. Miralbell et al (2003) identified a trend for 
patients with smaller rectal volumes at pCT to have increased volumes 
during RT however their small-rectum threshold was <75 cm3, consid-
erable higher than our CAL small group threshold (<66 cm3). This trend 
was not seen in the MRL group. Despite inconclusive evidence of this 
association, it does raise some doubt on the appropriateness of imposing 
rectal tolerances at pCT [12,13] which may not be achievable during RT. 

Enema use is a confounding factor biasing our rectal volume results. 
As all patients used enemas the extent to which they altered rectal 
volume cannot be quantified. One could construe this data to endorse 
the use of enemas to maintain a stable rectal volume from pCT through 
RT. However, the lack of a significant difference in rectal volume be-
tween pCT and dMRI, fraction-11, 15 and 20, where no enemas were 
used, suggests enemas had little effect. A comprehensive review of rectal 
emptying strategies found no robust evidence to support the use of one 
preparation strategy over another and questioned the need for intensive 
regimes when using IGRT [27]. To address this issue, further work is 
needed to evaluate rectal volume changes in patients using and not using 
bowel preparation. 

Intrafraction motion 

Median intrafraction motion in our patient group was small and 
similar to previously reported studies [28–30]. The values reported ac-
count for all on couch motion, intrafraction bony anatomy shifts were 
not subtracted as per some previous studies [29]. This decision was 
taken as motion can cause target coverage compromise, irrespective of 
source, we recognise however that our motion results are therefore not 
solely attributable to internal anatomy changes. 

Using pre-post treatment images to measure intrafraction motion 
risked overestimating errors, as each measurement contains matching 
uncertainty and possible motion after treatment cessation [31]. A truer 
assessment of intrafraction motion could have been gained through 
during treatment monitoring, using transperineal ultrasound [32], 
electromagnetic tracking [30] or cine MRI [21]. However, these solu-
tions are not commonplace, so pre-post imaging continues to be a valid 
methodology. Further work is planned to retest our MRL dataset using 
cine MRI acquired during treatment [33]. 

Table 3 
Median prostate intrafraction motion and motion range.  

Group Direction Median motion (mm) Motion range (mm) 

Combined cohort LR  0.1 − 9.0 to 10.0 
SI  0.2 − 15.5 to 9.2 
AP  − 1.0 − 30.2 to 12.6 
3D vector  2.9 0.3–34.1  

MRL LR  0.2 − 9.0 to 10.0 
SI  0.0 − 15.5 to 9.2 
AP  − 0.4 − 30.2 to 12.6 
3D vector  3.8 0.6–34.1  

CAL LR  − 0.1 − 7.7 to 10.0 
SI  0.5 − 7.7 to 7.5 
AP  − 1.3 − 7.9 to 7.0 
3D vector  2.2 0.3–10.4  
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Motion range was greater in the MRL group likely due to the sub-
stantially longer on-couch time, this supports prostate intrafraction 
motion as a random walk model, where variance continues to grow over 
time [21,34,35]. Twenty-one percent (16/75) of the MRL fractions 
triggered an ATP workflow [36] as the prostate breached the PTV 
margin on verification MRI, acquired just before treatment delivery. For 
these fractions the motion presented is larger than intrafraction motion 
during beam on. Shortening fraction duration is one method to limit the 
effect of random walk motion, but where substantial reductions are not 
possible, such as on the MRL, online tracking and position correction on- 
the-fly is the optimal mitigation strategy [34,37]. 

Rectal volume and intrafraction motion 

No significant correlation between patients’ rectal volume on pCT 
and median intrafraction motion over RT course was found, refuting 
associations between a distended rectum on pre-radiotherapy scans, 
greater motion uncertainty and poorer outcomes [7–9]. Indeed, these 
articles are predominantly concerned with interfraction motion and 
recognise that the use of daily image guidance, to the prostate, offers a 
solution to reduce motion uncertainty and improve local control [7–9]. 
Further supported by Kupelian et al., (2008) and Silverman et al., (2016) 
who conclude that modern IGRT techniques alleviate the negative risk 
that rectal distension has on long-term tumour control. 

Finding no association between rectal volume on pCT and intra-
fraction motion, means rectal measurements cannot be used as a patient 
specific motion prediction tool. If rectal volume at pCT is not indicative 
of intrafraction motion, we should reconsider the need for rectal diam-
eter constraints at pCT, which when breeched necessitate a repeat pCT 

and inherent delay to the patient’s pathway. We note that anecdotally 
patients bear the greatest burden in terms of emotional distress and time 
costs when rescans are performed due to failed rectal constraints [38]. 

No correlation between rectal volume on daily treatment images and 
motion during that fraction was found. Plus, no significant difference in 
motion was found when comparing fractions where rectal volume was <
or ≥ median volume or 90 cm3. Anecdotal evidence tells us that 
adhering to a bowel preparation regime heightens patient’s anxiety 
before and during PCa RT, but little data specifically addresses this issue 
[39]. Higher levels of anxiety are reported in PCa patients [40], pre-
paring for radiotherapy can be a particularly stressful time [41] and 
distress due to information overload occurs [42]. Considering this, our 
findings, the inconclusive evidence supporting bowel preparation 
[27,38,43,44] and adherence to stringent daily volumetric IGRT pro-
tocols, we feel confident to withdraw the use of a blanket bowel prep-
aration regime. This has potential to alleviate patient anxiety and 
distress, plus reduce the cost and plastic waste associated with enema 
use. The change will be carefully evaluated with respect to; rescan rates, 
inter and intrafraction motion and the psychological impact on patients. 

A limitation of our pCT rectal volume motion analysis is that com-
parison with other studies is complicated by varying definitions of a 
large rectum, different volumes [9,10], cross sectional areas [7,8] or 
diameters [11] are described and different preparation schedules fol-
lowed. Our large rectum definition ‘rectal volume on pCT greater than 
the median’ was smaller than previously used volume cut-offs [9,10], 
using the median value could also be criticised for including mid to large 
rectal volumes. Use of a large cut-off, such as 90 cm3 [9], was not 
appropriate as only three patients had pCT volumes higher than this. 
Instead, analysis was rerun dividing patients by rectal volume in the 

Fig. 2. Rectal volume on planning CT vs patient’s median intrafraction motion over RT course (red = MRL group, green = CAL group).  
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fourth quartile versus those in volume quartiles one to three, still no 
significant difference in motion was found. 

Other limitations include the measurement of rectal volume on 
different image datasets; MRI, CT and CBCT, the varying soft-tissue 
image quality achieved, and imaging parameters used may have influ-
enced contour precision and resulting delineated volume. Contrary to 
this including patients with different RT prescriptions, treatment plat-
forms and verification imaging strengthens the generalisability of find-
ings. Rectal content was not analysed, previous research defining 
content as “gas, combination of gas and faeces, and faeces” found that 
only rectal gas significantly affected prostate intrafraction motion [14]. 
Having not appraised content we could not do this sub-analysis. Finally, 
we did not quantify the dosimetric effect of rectal volume changes. 
Previous research has reported both no significant [15,19,26,44,45], 
and significant [18] dosimetric impact due to rectal volume variation, 
with gas [26] and distention location [46] impacting this. Online 
correction of interfraction motion promotes accurate dose delivery to 
target irrespective of rectal volume changes [20], however appropriate 
caution must remain, especially for patients with locally advanced PCa, 
as translational isocentre shifts do not rectify seminal vesicle distortions 
[44]. Our next step will investigate the impact of rectal volume changes 
on dose. 

Conclusion 

For this cohort of 40 PCa patients, treated with extreme or moder-
ately hypofractionated radiotherapy, patient’s rectal volume remained 

stable from dMRI, to pCT and through RT. Patient’s with larger rectal 
volumes at pCT continued to have larger rectal volumes during RT, 
although not significantly so. Rectal volume varied between individuals 
and fractions but no significant difference in volume was seen on images 
acquired with or without prior enema use. Larger rectal volumes on pre- 
treatment and treatment volumetric imaging did not predict greater 
intrafraction prostate motion. 

Our findings support the relaxation of strict rectal diameter toler-
ances at pCT and do not support the need for rectal preparation when 
delivering contemporary IGRT to the prostate. Further work will repeat 
this analysis in a cohort of patients not using enemas and in addition 
quantify the effect on patient anxiety, RT satisfaction, workflow effi-
ciency and RT dose. 
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